290          ON  THE CHANGE  OF  KEFRANGIBILITY  OF  LIGHT.
dispersive reflexion is nothing more than internal dispersion considered as viewed in a particular way.
28.    The tint exhibited by dispersive reflexion is modified in a peculiar manner by the absorbing power of the medium.    In the first place, the light which enters the eye in a given direction is made up of portions which have been dispersed by particles situated at different distances from the surface at which the light emerges.    The word particle is here used as synonymous, not with molecule, but with differential element.    If we consider any particular particle, the light which it sends into the eye has had to traverse the medium, first in reaching the particle, and then in
i f                          proceeding towards the eye.    On account of the change of re-
frangibility which takes place in dispersion, the effect of the absorption of the medium is different for the two portions of the whole path within the medium, so that this effect may be regarded as a function of two independent variables, namely, the lengths of the path before and after dispersion; whereas, had the light been merely reflected from coloured particles held in suspension, the effect of absorption would have been a function of only one independent variable, namely, the length of the entire path within the medium.
29.    When  false  dispersion  abounds in a fluid, it may be detected at once by the eye, without having recourse to any of the characters already mentioned whereby it may be distinguished from true dispersion.    When a fluid is free from false dispersion it appears  perfectly clear, when  viewed  by transmitted   light, although it may be highly coloured, and may even possess  to such an extent the property of exhibiting true internal dispersion as to display, when properly viewed, a copious dispersive reflexion. On the contrary, when false dispersion abounds, the fluid, if not plainly muddy, has at least a sort of opalescent appearance when viewed by transmitted light, which, after a little experience, the eye in most cases readily recognizes.   In viewing the phenomenon of dispersive reflexion, as exhibited in a fluid, it might be supposed that the fluid was water, or else some clear though coloured liquid, holding in suspension a water colour in a state of extreme subdivision.    But on holding the fluid before the eye, so as to view it by transmitted light, or rather view a bright well-defined object through it, the illusion is instantly dispelled.    The reason of this

